MicroEdge

Why You Can’t Miss the
MicroEdge Solutions Conference
The annual MicroEdge Solutions Conference (MESC) is the place for MicroEdge clients to learn from one another and
build relationships within the philanthropic and corporate giving community. It is a key gathering when it comes to
helping you—and your organization—optimize the use of your MicroEdge solution to make the biggest impact possible
with your programs.
At MESC, you’ll not only get comprehensive, hands-on training, you’ll also join hundreds of industry professionals and
leading experts to grow your network and share best practices in the philanthropic and corporate giving communities.
One of the great things about MESC is that you can choose from a variety of conference tracks and can even select your
level of expertise, allowing you to tailor the event to your specific needs and maximize your value.

Tons of amazing opportunities
2.5 days with over 110 sessions
and labs to choose from—across all
expertise levels

Targeted conference tracks tailored to
your specific MicroEdge solution

One-on-one consultations

Best practices and industry trends
around effective employee engagement,
facilitating collaboration, making data
meaningful, system optimization, IT,
streamlined workflows, and more

with industry experts and MicroEdge
product specialists

Networking with thought leaders
and peers across industries

Opportunity to learn about and test drive

Optional pre-conference training to
maximize your learning experience

”

new MicroEdge solutions

“MESC provides very useful, practical ideas and hands-on experience you can
implement back in the office to improve your grantmaking process.”
______________________________________________________________________

Jamie Amagai,

The Summit Foundation
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A great return on your investment
Did you know that you could quantify the value that you are receiving from an MESC education? Compared to taking
regular training classes, MESC offers you extra learning benefits at a lower cost! And you are able to accomplish this in
the course of a few days in one location—sunny Miami Beach, FL!

The Breakdown
– 1 hour, non-MESC, regular training class cost = $165
– Number of 1 hour sessions and labs you can attend at MESC = up to 11 (over 110 options to chose from)
– One-on-one time with Experts + Networking Opportunities = Priceless
Value of an MESC education = $1,800+

Cost of MESC registration = $1,395
By attending MESC, you are gaining hundreds of dollars worth of knowledge at no extra cost! Plus, the one-on-one
expertise from industry leaders and the peer connections that you will make at MESC are priceless.

”
”

95% of attendees recommend MESC

Who attends the conference?

“I especially liked the classes/seminars presented by
MicroEdge employees at MESC. Their knowledge and
professionalism was astounding.”
__________________________________________________

In 2013, over 430 individuals
attended MESC, representing a variety
of roles and organizations
across the industry.

Julie Miller

BlueCross BlueShield of South Carolina Foundation

Organization Types

“MESC is more than just another networking and training
event. Many of the topical sessions are led by peers
in the philanthropic space that weave their real-world
experiences and application knowledge into their
presentations. The wealth of knowledge gained at just
one three-day annual MESC is invaluable.”
__________________________________________________

Jeffrey Hand
Rochester Area Community Foundation

Roles

Register today!
Go to: www.microedgeconference.com
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It’s not just a job. It’s a calling.
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